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Abstract
Hilbert-style, square-filling curve motifs build Hamiltonian cycles on toroidal grid-graphs. Order-𝑛 motif paths are
equivalent to two-dimensional 𝑛-ary Gray codes, which can be characterized by their balance: the disparity between
the vertical and horizontal counts of the line segments used. We report on an experiment using maximally—but
oppositely—unbalanced Hilbert-style motifs, both dual and zipping, as binary-valued “pixels” in a low resolution
image. The images are subtly perceptible, more so when in motion vertically or horizontally on a computer screen.

Introduction

A space-filling curve continuously maps a one-dimensional parameter 0.0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1.0 onto every
point within a higher-dimensional region. Each construction can be illustrated using a path that
approximates the limiting, non-differentiable curve. An approximation path is typically built of
piecewise-connected line segments, with convergent detail added iteratively. In the limit, space-
filling curves are surjective, i.e., self-contacting. Butwhen an approximation path is self-avoiding, its
progress through the region being filled is visually unambiguous and divides its space into two simply
connected pieces. The constraint of self-avoidance can also have combinatorial consequences.
Consider those constructions that fill a square 𝑆, recursively subdivided into an 𝑛 × 𝑛 array 𝑆𝑛

of orientable subsquares 𝑠𝑖. On 𝑆𝑛, a motif is a sequence of length 𝑛2 comprising all subsquares 𝑠𝑖
for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛2 where (a) each sequential pair (𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑖+1) is spatially adjacent, and (b) 𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑛2

are chosen such that connected scaled and oriented copies of the motif can be placed (using a
suitable linear transformation) in each oriented 𝑠𝑖 to build a next level of detail in a connected path.
There are three recursive motif connection geometries [7, 8] (see Fig. 1 of [8]), one of which is
Hilbert-style, where 𝑠1 is at a corner of 𝑆 and 𝑠𝑛2 is at an adjacent corner. We focus here on Hilbert-
style constructions whose approximation paths—built from repeated, oriented, connected sub-paths
based on the motif—are self-avoiding lattice paths having horizontal and vertical segments only.

Figure 1: Left: Edge adjacent subsquares only. Right: Mixed edge and corner-only adjacency.

Each (𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑖+1) can be pairwise-adjacent in two ways, depending on whether 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖+1 share one or
two corners (see Fig. 1 above). If they share two corners, 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖+1 necessarily share an edge, and
we say the pair is edge-adjacent. If just one corner is shared, the pair is corner only-adjacent. For all
approximation paths—which graphically represent the sequence of subsquares—to be self-avoiding
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on the lattice at all iterative levels of detail, Hilbert-style motifs are either zipping or dual, depending
on whether a corner-only adjacent (“catty-corner”) pair of subsquares is present or not.
Because the center of each 𝑠𝑖 is a node in the dual grid-graph, dual motifs are illustrated by

connecting centers of adjacent subsquares with line segments (graph edges); such paths are always
self-avoiding. Zipping motif paths are formed using just the edges of sequential 𝑠𝑖’s sharing the
corner where two such edges meet. For square-filling constructions, these paths can be self-avoiding
only when certain Fibbinary “zipper” patterns form along the four sides of 𝑆𝑛 [6], such as in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A sample zipping configuration along bottom and top boundaries of two motifs.

In both cases, the sequence of line segments forms a self-avoiding path of edges that can be treated
as a Hamiltonian cycle on an order-𝑛 toroidal grid-graph. As the order 𝑛 increases, the number
of possible motifs, whether dual or zipping, for 𝑆𝑛 increases (at the very least) exponentially; see
A000532 (dual motif counts) and A350148 (distinct zipping counts) [12]. One can then pick and
choose among motifs according to some criteria, and to use them for other graphic purposes.
We do not useKnowlton’s technique of building a gray-scale image substituting partial (zipping)

motifs at the final level [11, 5]. Nor do we use half-toning techniques to create gray scales, as applied
to piecewise-continuous paths by varying line width [9], or substituting final independent patterns,
such as truchet tiles [2]. Here, the experiment is to see what is minimally possible.

Gray Code Balance

A Hamiltonian cycle on an 𝑁-dimensional grid-graph traverses edges to reach every node sequen-
tially. The path is equivalent to a Gray code [4], where a transition is a step from one grid-graph
node to a neighbor, such that exactly one of the neighbor nodes’ 𝑁 coordinate values changes. This
is why center-connected dual paths for motifs with corner-only adjacent pairs don’t qualify as Gray
codes, because a diagonal edge requires a change in two coordinates (e.g., see Fig. 1, right).
Gray codes can be classified according to their transition count distribution among coordinates.

For 𝑁 = 2, let (ℎ, 𝑣) be the counts of (horizontal, vertical) edges. When these counts are as close
as possible, |𝑣 − ℎ | is either 0 or 1 and the code is considered balanced [1] (if a path has an odd
number of edges in it, the difference in counts can never be 0). But our visual system distinguishes
between horizontal and vertical elements of an image. So here we want to play with motifs whose
approximation paths are maximally unbalanced, i.e., where ℎ � 𝑣 or 𝑣 � ℎ, while leaving all else
essentially homogeneous.

Drawing with Dual Path Motifs

Consider the dual path motif for 𝑆6 in Figure 3. The motif is highly unbalanced; it has 26 vertical
segments connecting the centers of subsquares, but only 9 horizontal. Because of this, the 2 × 2
array of still-vertical motifs in the lower middle of the second approximation stands out, surrounded
by motifs rotated by 90° on all sides. When an unbalanced vertical (or horizontal) motif is rotated
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by ±90°, it now contributes horizontal (or vertical) unbalance to the new approximation path.
Even though the path homogeneously reaches each 𝑠𝑖, the difference is still perceptible in this low
resolution case, even more so in the filled case where, on average, there is (above the added base)
the same amount of foreground space as unfilled background.

Figure 3: Left: An order-6 motif. Middle: Its second approximation path. Right: Its third, with base, filled.

In Hilbert-style motifs, there is an asymmetry between horizontal and vertical. The motif has to
travel horizontally only from lower left to lower right. But vertically, what goes up must come down.
Hence maximally vertically unbalanced dual motifs look like those in the top row of Figure 4. For
even 𝑛, there are only 𝑛−1 horizontal path segments (the minimum possible), but all the rest (𝑛2−𝑛)
are necessarily vertical. For odd 𝑛, more horizontal segments are required for the self-avoiding dual
path to reach its destination down the right side. This tells us that 𝑛’s parity has an effect on both
form and maximum unbalance. Maximally horizontally unbalanced order-𝑛 motifs have related
structures, as the bottom row of Figure 4 shows.

Figure 4: Maximally vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) motifs for orders 𝑛 = 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Under normal space-filling curve construction, a motif’s self-similar arrangement of horizontally
and vertically oriented subsquares containing scaled copies of that same motif has essentially no
combinatorial freedom with which to find ways to place a single motif in a manner that might depict
an arbitrary image represented by binary pixel values. But for an approximation path rendered to a
given iterative level, we can mix and match any motifs (of the same order) at the last substitution
level, using one or the other unbalanced motif to undo the intrinsic orientation, and then doing the
opposite for the foreground binary pixel values in another image. For example, Figure 5 uses the
order-2Hilbert Curve to create a linearized sequence of subsquare “pixels” in a 32×32 image. Each
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pixel will in turn be an 8 × 8 array of subsquares. Depending on the binary value of each “pixel,”
one of two maximally unbalanced vertical or horizontal order-8 dual motifs taken from Figure 4
is placed at that pixel’s position, keeping the self-avoiding path piecewise-connected. When the
resultant path is filled, even though the entire image is as close as possible to everywhere 50% gray,
one’s eye can still perceive the image subtly being depicted. Interestingly, the image is more easily
perceived when it is moving horizontally or vertically on a digital display (e.g., as a PDF drawing),
because oppositely valued display pixels separated by horizontal lines don’t change much with
overall horizontal movement, whereas they change a lot with vertical movement, and vice-versa.

Figure 5: Filled simple polygon (with a base) showing an image made of oppositely oriented dual motifs as
“pixels.” Foreground (background) pixels are maximally unbalanced horizontally (vertically).
The foreground black is a filled, simply connected polygon with (322 × 82 = 65536) + 3 sides.
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The Same Experiment with Zipping Path Motifs

The second type of Hilbert-style motifs, zipping motifs, have approximation paths built by con-
necting subsquare edges, not centers. Unlike dual paths, which always traverse the interior of 𝑆𝑛,
zipping paths must travel along portions of 𝑆𝑛’s four sides. To be always self-avoiding, these motifs
have boundaries characterized by palindromic bit patterns where no two 1 bits are adjacent. Each
such pattern creates a “Fibbinary zipping mode” [6].1 Order-𝑛motifs having the same zipping mode
can mesh (zip) with each other to maintain Hamiltonian self-avoidance. So for a given mode, we
can pick and choose motifs based on maximal unbalance, just as we did above for dual path motifs.
Unlike dual path motifs, it is not easy to determine whether an order-𝑛 zipping motif is maximally
unbalanced without resorting to computer enumeration and analysis. The left half of Figure 6 shows
two maximally unbalanced order-9 motifs, which we’ve used in Figure 8.2 The right half shows
another two maximally unbalanced order-13 motifs, used in Figure 9.

Figure 6: Motifs for maximally, but oppositely, unbalanced order-9, zipping mode 1 (left half), and
order-13, zipping mode 0 (right half), used in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

At a low resolution, it is fairly easy to perceive the transitions between vertical and horizontal 13×13
“pixels,” as this close-up of Figure 9 shown in Figure 7 shows:

Figure 7: Close up of left side of Figure 9 showing maximally vertical and horizontal, order-13 “pixels.” At
this low resolution, it is fairly easy to perceive the vertically and horizontally unbalanced areas.

1For the order-𝑛 subdivision of the square, there are 𝐹(𝑛−3)/2 zipping modes, where 𝐹𝑘 is the 𝑘th Fibonacci number (non-degenerate
motifs exist only for odd 𝑛 ≥ 5). So the zipping mode counts for orders 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, . . . are 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . .
2The maximally vertically unbalanced order-9 motif was first published in [10].
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Conclusions

The answer to the paper’s title question is yes, but just barely. From a distance, 50% grayness
overwhelms all else. The closer one looks at the details, the easier it is to see oppositely balanced
“pixels” (motifs), but then the overall image becomes harder to see in full, except perhaps when the
image is moving, either vertically or horizontally. An optimal intermediate resolution level is likely.

Figure 8: Filled polygon (with a base) showing an image made of oppositely oriented zipping motifs as
“pixels.” Foreground (background) pixels are maximally unbalanced horizontally (vertically).
The foreground black is a filled, simply connected polygon with (492 × 92 = 194481) + 3 sides.

Maximally unbalanced, Hilbert-style, dual motifs appear to have an edge (ironic pun intended)
in visual comprehensibility over zipping motifs, because the latter must intermix horizontal and
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vertical elements along their boundaries, so that all unbalance is in each zipping motif’s interior.
We’ve not yet played with other style motifs. For instance, Peano-style (from corner to opposite
corner) are likely to be similar to dual motifs in perceptibility, especially because every Peano motif,
whether maximally unbalanced or not, has an oppositely oriented version of itself by virtue of a
simple mirroring across the subdivided square’s diagonal, flipping horizontal edges with vertical.

Figure 9: Maximally, but oppositely, unbalanced order-13, mode 0 zipping motifs. Foreground (back-
ground) pixels are maximally unbalanced horizontally (vertically). The underlying smiley face
image is more perceptible when it is moving or being scrolled on a computer screen. The
foreground black is a filled, simply connected polygon with (492 × 132 = 405769) + 3 sides.
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There are generalizations of Hamiltonian paths on square grids involving loops [3] that can also be
classified according to balance. But not every Hamiltonian path has the property that each edge can
be bijectively associated with each sub-area of a filled region, as is true of space-filling motifs and
the non-looping piecewise-connected paths they can create.
Font glyphs and simple logos rely on low-resolution, single-toned images, and might be

interesting areas for further exploration. To the extent the technique fails to depict an image whose
information is nonetheless there, there may also be steganographic or optical illusion applications.
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